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When Nancy is invited over to Breeâ€™s house for a special tea party, she has only one thing to

say: oui! The girls enjoy a few charming cups of tea before a disaster occurs that sets the two at

odds. Will Nancy and Bree be able to save their friendship?
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I'm on the fence here people. I love these fancy Nancy books and think they are adorable and

sweet. I have a lot of these books not just this one. My daughter loves Nancy especially because

she has curly hair and is a ballet dancer just like my daughter. See, My daughter is nearly 4 and

totally understands this book fine. But I think understanding it is the problem. It's a sweet story idea

but the problem I have is when the girls fight, how they talk to each other. It's pretty hard to explain

why one girl yells at another one to leave her house and that she refuses to place any more. And

one saying that she will never come back. My daughter is now under the assumption that when she

quarrels with anyone she can tell them to leave and never come back and she doesn't want to know

them any more. It was funny at first but it's a nasty habit all from reading the book ONE time. As a



parent I really value respectful kind behavior to everyone and really try and drive home respecting

friends, elders, siblings, and everyone so I felt like maybe this made my daughter thing being

disrespectful was ok. So, I had to give the book to the library for some one else that's maybe older

to enjoy. I have a dozen fancy Nancy books though and all of them are fantastic and so sweet. The

writer is so clever and fun with her ideas and point of view of Nancy. I'll definitely be buying more

Nancy books, just this one was off the mark for me.

My little one has me read this to her every day - yup, it's THAT book. She now wants a tea party

birthday. As a parent I think it's a sweet story of friendship, love the vocabulary, like that the parents

are respected/ obeyed in the story, don't love the emphasis on appearance that comes with the

Fancy Nancy books, but my little one loves being fancy too, just who she is, so we will just work on

the real meaning of beauty in other ways, so over all I say the good definitely outweighs the bad.

Side note- we got the other tea party Fancy Nancy book too...it's more of an instruction manual and

not as entertaining, this is the one to get.

I was strongly encouraged to expose my "Fancy Nancy" to this series because of it's fanciness. She

enjoys it very much and finds it quite entertaining. The fancier that better and that is exactly what

Fancy Nancy gives you. Being able to read about the dear friendship and that friendship is not

always fun is a great beginning to understand things don't always go as planned. Being able to

know what you are feeling and express those feelings is great for any child to learn. Even though I

am not a "Fancy Nancy", I am accepting the little one I have. We have purchased MANY Fancy

Nancys. And this series is great at increasing vocabulary and a foreign language. It's GREAT!

This book is a must have for planning the perfect Tea Party withyour favorite little girl. Beautiful

illustrations and greattips. My Granddaughter aged 5 and I love it!!!

We took our two and a half year old daughter to the book store to pick out a book, and she came out

with this one. We read it probably at least once a day because she loves it so much! I thought she

might be a little young for the book but she always listens intently and tells me that the girls used

teamwork and are friends. This is our first experience with Fancy Nancy but I hear that the others

are also good so we might start a collection.

I got this book for my 3 year old. We'd never read a Fancy Nancy book before this, but she really



liked it. It has a great moral about friendship, sharing, taking turns, and apologizing. It does end

quite abruptly, but other than that, the pictures are great, the story is fun, and the dialogue is very

preschool age appropriate. We'll definitely be making Fancy Nancy a regular read in our house!

Small!! But cute- I just wanted to post a photo so that others knew the actual size as I expected

them to be a bit larger.

I purchased this book which was beautiful and artistic to include in a raffle package for a grade

school raffle prize. I had teddy bears, tea set, tea cookies, tea, hat and mittens, jewelry, tea mug

and tea plate, sitting on a wooden buckboard.
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